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background:  Failed PCI (percutaneous coronary intervention) attempts for CTOs (chronic total occlusions) mostly result from premature 
termination of the procedure due to unwanted vascular complications. But the actual effect of these complications on in-hospital survival after CTO-
PCI is unknown. We presumed higher rates of procedural complications in patients with failed CTO-PCI attempts and compared in-hospital outcomes 
between successful and failed CTO-PCI groups to indirectly quantify the effect of procedural complications on short-term clinical outcomes.
Methods:  We performed a meta-analysis of 25 studies (16,490 patients) to analyze the rates of in-hospital death, myocardial infarctions (MI), 
major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), urgent CABG (coronary artery bypass grafting), coronary perforations and cardiac tamponades for the 
successful and failed CTO-PCI groups.
results: Failed PCI attempts for CTOs were associated with higher in-hospital mortality (RR of 2.88, p-value < 0.001), a higher risk of in-hospital 
MACE (RR of 2.25, p-value < 0.001), and increased need for urgent CABG (RR of 6.67), p-value < 0.001). Furthermore, higher rates of coronary 
perforations (RR of 5.09, p-value of < 0.001) and cardiac tamponades (RR of 5.00, p-value of < 0.001) were observed in the unsuccessful PCI arm.
conclusions: Higher rates of procedural complications in patients with failed PCI attempts for CTO appear to be associated with adverse in-
hospital outcomes.
 
